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THINK THIS IS A HOUSE?
GUESS AGAIN!
RVs in the Destination
Camping category are all
about residential style
with more elbow room.
These RVs are for campers
looking for a long-term
stay. Park Model RVs, like
the one featured here, can
be enhanced with extras,
such as porches, gardens,
and walkways, that are
sure to make it your go-to
vacation getaway.

Annita Thomas,
@annitanfriends,
O Mag Insider & Travel
Radio Show Host

DISCOVER
DESTINATION
CAMPING

In March 2019, O Mag
Insider and travel
radio show host
Annita Thomas
attended RVX: The
RV Experience in
Salt Lake City, Utah—
the RV industry’s
biggest trade event,
designed to celebrate
RV innovation—in
order to choose her
favorite new RV in
the Destination
Camping category.
Check out all the
great things she saw
and did at RVX, and
discover her winning
pick for the O Mag
Insider Destination
Camping Award!

THE REVEAL
“RVX: The RV Experience in
Salt Lake City opened with a
spectacular showcase of the
industry’s most innovative
new products! There were nine
categories presented, offering
an option for every lifestyle.
The nine categories were:
Outdoor Adventure, Family
Friendly, Team Tailgate,
Sustainability, Van Life,
Luxury Living, City Escape,
On the Horizon, and the last,
Destination Camping, which
captures my way to Go RVing.
It was so interesting hearing
all the latest and greatest
features on the new RVs hitting
the market for 2019. I know I
for one can’t wait to experience
this new level of travel comfort.
Camping is great, but it’s even
better when you can do it in
comfort and style with an RV!”

THE MAIN EVENT
“Next up was experiencing all the
great RVs firsthand. I was tasked
with judging the Destination Camping
category which included the Forest
River Riverstone 39 RBFL, KZ Durango,
Winnebago Horizon, Forest River
Cedar Creek Cottage and Forest
River Wildwood Grand Lodge 42DL.
Each had its own unique selling
points, like how the luxurious living/
entertainment room area on the Forest
River Riverstone 39 RBFL, with a step
up from the kitchen to the living room,
makes it great for camping trips with the
whole family. For anyone who already
has their favorite camping site, the KZ
Durango has tons of storage space so
you can keep everything in one place
for your next visit. Add the towing hitch
package to bring along your fishing
boat, Jet Skis, or four wheelers—
perfect for taking all you’ll need to
make camping fun for everyone!
But I had to choose just one!”

THE O MAG INSIDER AWARD WINNER
“It was love at first sight for my favorite
RV among many. I selected the
Forest River Cedar Creek Cottage as
my choice for the O Mag Insider Award.
Immediately when entering, I felt at
home with the warm neutral colors,
which reflect the outdoors. It is
designed for long-term stays, with all
the amenities you have at home;
dishwasher, washer/dryer, full-sized
refrigerator, oversize counter space in
the kitchen, and the double sinks in the
bathroom are not only convenient but
so, so stylish and modern. The master
bedroom has shiplap on the wall—
which shouts cottage style. Comfortable
oversized sofas mean relaxing—that’s
what getaways are all about, right? And
it’s the 20th anniversary of this model,
and I love things that stand the test
of time. In this 40-foot RV, there is
everything needed to enjoy spending
time with family and friends in an RV
community; sharing stories, sipping
your favorite beverage, and enjoying the
comforts of your home away from home.”

Learn more about the possibilities RV travel has to offer at GoRVing.com

